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Abstract 

Bus information system (BIS) has been developed for networking passengers with bus 

companies that provides public transportation services. The BIS, also denoted as BISgeneralized, 

supports a passenger with personalized and real time bus information services in all phases of a 

journey. Today’s BISgeneralized encompasses multiple technologies, including advanced visual 

displays, public address, emergency intercommunications, digital surveillance systems, IP 

networks, wireless networks, video streaming, coders, decoders and many more. These systems 

deliver real time bus information seamlessly on vehicles and in stations, while they are 

controlled and managed from a single control center. However, lots of small bus companies’ 

services like urban city’s bus company or small organization’s bus could not afford to operate 

the profound services to the passenger due to the budget of the city, which requires complicated 

infrastructure. To provide the BIS services with cheap cost, this paper proposes a secure urban 

BIS, denoted by SBISurban, based on smart devices and explains the security issues related to the 

system operation. The SBISurban is to reduce the cost and to ensure security and privacy from the 

BISgeneralized. The SBISurban is secure from various attacks, provides privacy and has good 

properties compared with the other systems.  

Keywords: Bus information system, passenger service, communication security, authentication, 

privacy 

1. Introduction 

With the advance of global positioning system (GPS) and the ubiquitous cellular network, real 

time vehicle tracking for better transport management has become possible. These technologies 

can be applied to public bus information system (BIS), also called passenger information system 

(PIS), which are not able to adhere to predefined timetables due to reasons like traffic jams, 

breakdowns etc. The BIS uses a variety of technologies to track the locations of bus in real time 

and uses this information to generate exact bus arrivals at stops along the route [1-4]. Passengers 

can spend their time efficiently with the information. This will make the public transport system 

competitive and passenger friendly.  

Many people regularly use public transportation on their way to work, to meet other people, or 

to experience new places and landscapes. They are interested in reliable travel-related 

information, buying tickets without wasting time and a safe journey from the BIS [5]. The BIS is 

a complex and dynamic system requiring expertise from multiple disciplines. The BIS is a crucial 

part of any transport system that consumes land and exists within complex settings [2]. Journey 

planning involves traffic engineers modeling transport routes’ network elements such as routes, 
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services, together with timing and journey patterns. Good journey plans result in efficient public 

transport lines and stimulate the usage of sustainable modes of transport. 

There are some researches for the BIS [6-14]. Researches that deal with the PIS mostly focus 

on technical aspects, such as the theoretical modeling and technical implementation of context 

information [6-7]. Others focus on the system description of certain applications [8-9]. Only a 

few researches regard PISs in relation to themes, such as user experience or user acceptance [10-

14]. Lin and Zeng proposed a set of bus arrival time prediction algorithms for a transit traveler 

information system [10]. Four algorithms were introduced with different assumptions on input 

data and were shown to outperform several algorithms from the literature. However, their 

algorithms did not consider the effect of traffic congestion and dwell time at bus stations. 

Kidwell in [11] presented an algorithm for predicting bus arrival times based on real-time vehicle 

location. The algorithm worked by dividing each route into zones and recording the time that 

each bus passed through each zone. Predictions were based on the most recent observation of a 

bus passing through each zone. However, Kidwell’s algorithm was not suitable for large cities 

where both travel time and dwell time could be subject to large variations. Zografos et al.’s 

research in [12] present an online PIS for delivering personalized multimodal trip planning 

services through the integration of wireless and web-based communication technologies. Foth 

and Schroeter in [13] introduce a research approach offering opportunities to enhance the 

experience of commuters in all aspects of their journey including planning, waiting at the bus 

stop, payment and the time after the journey.  

It is possible to many typical BISs to permit unauthorized access relatively easily [15]. The 

most vehicle buses provide freely available documents for the format of possible bus messages, 

their respective structures and communication procedures. Conventional controllers are 

impossible to verify if an incoming message comes from an authorized sender at all. Above all, 

unauthorized vehicle modifications can compromise particularly the driving safety of the 

respective car and of all surrounding road users. Furthermore, today’s BISs encompass multiple 

technologies, including advanced visual displays, public address, emergency intercom, digital 

surveillance systems, internet protocol (IP) networks, wireless networks, video streaming, coders, 

decoders and many more. These systems, denoted by BISgeneralized, deliver real time information 

seamlessly on-board vehicles and in stations, while controlled and managed from a single control 

center. Thereby, the cost of designing, implementing and operating the BISgeneralized is not 

negligible as compared to the overall operational transportation costs.  

The focus of this paper is on devising a secure BIS for urban, denoted by SBISurban, which 

does not require a complicated infrastructure and could not be afford to operate the profound 

services on the BISgeneralized due to the budget limit of the city. To provide the BIS services with 

small cost, this paper introduces SBISurban based on smart devices and explains the security issues 

related to the system operation. The SBISurban could be used a basic building block to support the 

BIS for the urban and small company, efficiently.  

The remainder of this paper consists of the following sections. Section 2 presents an overview 

of BISs focused on the generalized and urban. Section 3 provides the major security properties 

focused on the BIS and proposes the SBISurban. In Section 4, analyses are provided focused on the 

security and property. Section 5 concludes the work.  

 

2. Overview of Bus Information System 

This section gives an overview of the BISgeneralized and points out it’s problem [16]. 

Furthermore, this section reviews a previous implementation example focused on Cheorwon at 

Korea to understand basic requirement on urban BIS, denoted by BISurban [17].  
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2.1. Generalized BIS and It’s Problem 

The BIS has been developed for passengers to know where the bus is passing and when the 

bus is coming to its stop, which is also called as PIS [16]. The BIS is the key communications 

link between a bus company and their passengers. The BIS technology lets a bus company 

communicate with its passengers to provide them with real-time bus location and status updates, 

schedule data and timely announcements [18]. 

 

 

Figure 1. BISgeneralized Environment [19] 

For this to occur, all buses that wish to know the location must equipped with costly location 

device (as location beacon and GPS), and display should be equipped to show bus information on 

each bus stop. In addition, wireless network must be constructed according to the technology 

depending on the service company’s network technology to communicate between the bus and its 

stops. 

The BISgeneralized is consisted with the systems that provide current position of the bus to server 

through mobile network and Internet by equipping location device and mobile communication 

device. Server processes passenger information after collecting information of location or route 

information from bus. After this process, server records history of the service for the bus, which 

could be used to monitor the situations of the bus. From this process, bus driver could keep the 

predefined arrival to the stop and passengers could use public transportation safely and easily. 

The bus company could establish business plan for the future by using the history information 

stored in the server such as location information, number of passengers, accident information, 

and service status.   

A considerable amount of money needs to be investigated for IT-based applications such as 

real-time and at-stop displays on public transportation [20]. Likewise, a BISgeneralized requires 

equipment of lots of expensive gadgets to operate the proper BIS. However, lots of urban bus 

companies like urban city’s bus company or small organization’s bus could not afford to operate 

the BISgeneralized services to the passenger due to the budget of the city, which requires 

complicated infrastructure as shown in Figure 1. 
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To provide BIS services with cheap cost, this paper introduces SBISurban based on smart-phone 

and explains the security issues related to the system operation [21]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Cherwon City’s BISurban Environment [17]  

2.2. Urban BIS 

We will review the case study for Cheorwon to withdraw the detailed BIS requirements 

focused on urban, named as BISurban, where the population is just 5,000 people corresponding to 

1/2000 of Seoul's population with 10 million. The BISurban for Cheorwon is currently operating 

via Android app [17]. As shown in Figure 2, buses running at Cheorwon are not equipped with 

location device. Thereby, bus companies have been just providing static time schedules to the 

passengers, and could not provide exact arrival time information to them. Besides, the 

information are also merely static information for departure time, arrival time of each stop, and 

required time from source to destination stop for bus, which do not consider real situations of bus. 

It is not easy to many urban cities like Cheorwon to have a BISgeneralized due to the following 

reasons. 

- Scale of a market is less than metropolitan: The population has a direct impact to the 

business scale of bus company. Main route of bus is running with about 30 minutes interval, 

and the rest routes are running with 1 to 6 hours interval. That's why market of small scale 

than metropolitan is hard to equip with the expensive infrastructure such as for the 

BISgeneralized. 

- Establishment of infrastructure and operation cost are huge: For the deployment of the 

BISgeneralized, all buses and stops should equip with many expensive gadgets. Furthermore, 

operating the BIS for various bus networks should require costs for wireless and wired 

communications. Besides, unlike in the metropolitan case, the government budget of urban 

is very small. 

- Service improvement and maintenance are difficult: There is lack of companies to develop 

the BISurban and there are no local companies. Furthermore, the method, hardware, and 
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software used for each company are different from each other. So, update, modification, 

addition, and maintenance of the BIS services are not easy. 

 

3. Secure BISurban 

This section proposes a secure urban bus information system, denoted by SBISurban, to reduce 

the cost and to ensure security and privacy from the generalized BIS. First of all, we define a 

system environment for the SBISurban, which is a very important part to understand the necessity 

of our paper. The environment is focused on infrastructure-less configuration, which just uses 

smart phone like device from user not need to establish or supported by the BIS company. After 

define security services for the BIS, we will propose a SBISurban.  

 

3.1. SBISurban Configuration  

The functionalities of the SBISurban should be very the similar with the BISgeneralized, which 

requires the similar configuration but needs to be inexpensive. Thereby, the suggested 

environment has three main components, user, bus, and server. Because the proposed 

environment is focused on the infrastructure-less, we are focused on reducing the basic 

requirements for the user and bus, which uses mobile device such as smart phone, tablet PC, or 

other mobile devices. However, there is no difference for the server side system requirements but 

needs to be down grade if there is any requirement. It means that our environment for the 

SBISurban does not require unified bus location device, costly display for bus stop, and excessive 

performance server. We assume that each mobile device is equipped with location device such as 

GPS with global navigation satellite system (GLONASS) and high-speed data communication 

method such as 3G or LTE. 

 

 

Figure 3. Proposed SBISurban Environment 

The basic functions of the SBISurban are similar with the BISgeneralized. However, it is necessary 

to define roles for each component in the SBISurban clearly as follows  
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- User (smart phone): User uses bus information from the server, which are arrival time, 

interval and route information for bus by sending queries to the server. He (she) should 

communicate only to the server to get any required information by using App. on his (her) 

device. 

- Bus (mobile device): Bus needs to update its location information to server periodically, 

which is the top most important data in the SBISurban and thereby should provide security and 

privacy. The server could compute the other bus related information including arrival time or 

delay based on the location information.  

- Server: The main role of the server is to provide bus information to passengers by keeping and 

updating running information of buses in database. Since the information stored in the server 

is very important to the company, it is necessary to keep and provide security and privacy of 

the database to the other components. It provides bus information to mobile App. on user’s 

device by using the format of extensible markup language (XML) or Javascript object 

notation (JSON) data format.  

 

3.2. Security Properties  

As the system configuration shown in Figure 3, each entity in the SBISurban needs to 

communicate with each other via wireless or wired network, which requires security properties 

including authentication, confidentiality and integrity. Furthermore, privacy should be considered 

for the ubiquitous applications like the SBISurban.  

A. Authentication 

When mobile device needs to connect to a certain network, entity authentication could play a 

critical role to prevent misuse, abuse and attack. Authentication of all entities is necessary to 

assure that only valid entity is able to communicate within the BIS. All messages from 

unauthorized entities may then processed separately or just immediately discarded [15]. 

There are two ways of communications in authentication concern, which does require or does 

not require authentication. User device should get information from the SBISurban server without 

authentication for the easy accessibility. However, bus driver’s device should perform 

authentication first before it updates or inserts its changes into the database in the server. The 

data from the bus driver influences the system credibility very much. Furthermore, the device 

needs to use secure socket layer/transport layer security (SSL/TLS) between the bus and the 

server. SSL/TLS protocol is generally integrated into the application for protecting data sent via 

HTTP between clients and servers, which are also known as HTTP over TLS (HTTPS) [22]. 

B. Confidentiality and Integrity  

A fundamental step to improve the BIS’s security is applying the encryption of all service 

information to provide confidentiality. It is obligatory to guard data form disclosure. In passenger 

applications, sensitive data is sent through the open network. An attacker could overhear the 

critical information with no trouble [23]. Due to the particular constraints of the BIS, a 

combination of symmetric and asymmetric encryption meets the requirements on adequate 

security and high performance [15]. 

Integrity in information security is usually defined as the concept that an attacker should not 

be able to modify or tamper with the information without being noticed by the information owner. 

For company, it should be guaranteed so that the company can trust that information does not 

played by attacker [24]. 

To provide confidentiality and integrity, the SBISurban needs to use advanced encryption 

standard (AES), Elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) and secure hash algorithm-2 (SHA2) as 
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symmetric key cryptosystem, public key cryptosystem and message authentication code, 

respectively. Those operations are applied only to security sensitive information in the SBISurban.  

C. Privacy 

Users need to regulate how applications access the private information that is stored on their 

phone. Their smart phones often store sensitive personal information including GPS, WiFi SSIDs, 

cellular tower information, and sensor data [25]. 

Especially, precise estimation of the patient’s location is needed in most passenger 

applications. The lack of smart tracking mechanisms permits attacker to send erroneous reports 

concerning the passenger's location either by reporting fake signal strengths or by using rerun the 

signals [23]. Thereby, provision of privacy is one of very important aspects in the BIS. 

 

3.3. Functional Properties  

The SBISurban should provide the overall functionalities from the BISgeneralized, as shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Overview of SBISurban’s Functional Properties 

There are some modules for the SBISurban in passenger’s application, driver’s application and 

server application. The functionalities of each application are listed as follows: 

- Passenger’s application: This app. has two important functions including route information 

and stop information. Route information is to provide information of a specific bus’s 

operation route, shortest path, minimal required travel time and transit by using two inputs 

of source stop and destination stop. The current bus stop information could be used if 

passenger is at the bus stop. Stop information is for providing arrival time, interval and route 

information on buses for the stop. 

- Driver’s application: This app. is to provide current location, velocity, arrival time and delay 

based on the location information of a specific bus. The bus information is automatically 

submitted to the server at an interval of several seconds for the real-time information by 

establishing a secure channel between the bus and the server after authentication. 
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- Server: The module is provided in the form of a web server, which processes all the data 

from or to driver’s applications and the passenger’s applications. Whole information are 

kept on database in secure manner. It communicates with passengers to provide information 

including route information and stop information. Otherwise, it updates current location, 

velocity, arrival time and delay obtained from each bus. 

The SBISurban requires the following assumptions to support security functions. The server has 

a public-private key pair {PUS, PRS} for the public-key cryptosystem and each user has the 

possibility to generate a session key SK to be used for encryption based on the symmetric-key 

cryptosystem. The server’s public key PUS is opened to user and its private key PRS is kept in 

secret.  

A. Passenger Application 

Passenger application provides two queries, stop and route. For stop query, the current 

location information of user is provided to the server. Otherwise, user needs to input source and 

destination information. For the privacy, data could be encrypted and transferred to the server. 

The overall procedure of the passenger’s application follows the steps 

Step 1. User selects a function whether he or she requires the route information or the stop 

information. 

Step 2. User’s request is transmitted to the server through data communication module by 

applying encryption if it requires privacy support. The encrypted query message is 

formed as {ESK(LOC||TSU), EPUS(SK||TSU), MACSK(ESK(LOC||TSU))} by using the 

server’s public key PUS and the current timestamp TSU if it requires privacy. Otherwise, 

the message is transferred without applying encryption. 

Step 3. When the server receives the query, it decrypts the message EPUS(SK||TSU) by using it’s 

private key PRS to derive the session key SK’ if the privacy function was applied to the 

message. Furthermore, it checks the integrity of the query by checking whether the 

computed MACSK’(ESK(LOC||TSU)) and the received MACSK(ESK(LOC||TSU)) are the 

same or not. After that, it checks the currency of TSU. The server decrypts 

ESK(LOC||TSU) with SK’ only if the verifications are successful. After processing the 

query by using LOC from the user, the server returns back secured data by applying 

encryption and integrity with the session key SK’. The format of the message is as 

{ESK’(M||TSS), MACSK’(ESK’(M||TSS))} if the query request is encrypted. Otherwise, the 

message is transferred in plaintext. 

Step 4. After receiving the message, the passenger’s application decrypts ESK’(M||TSS) only if 

the validation of MACSK’(ESK’(M||TSS)) is successful.  

Step 5. The passenger’s application shows information by using the message M from the 

server. 

B. Driver Application 

Driver application is to keep updates for the specific bus information, i.e. bus identification 

(BID), current location (LOC), route information (ROU) and time (TSD), to server’s database. It 

uses the following steps to keep the current information of the bus  

Step 1. The driver’s application sends the bus information periodically to the server. 

Whenever a bus needs to connect to the server for the bus information update, it needs 

to be authenticated and establish a session key SK to the server by using one of the 

previous well known authenticated key agreement schemes in [26-28]. The application 

sends an encrypted message {ESK(BID, TSD, LOC), MACSK(ESK(BID, TSD, LOC))} by 

using the session key SK, only after the authentication is successful.  
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Step 2. When the server receives the message from the bus, it checks the integrity of 

MACSK(ESK(BID, TSD, LOC)). It updates the bus information in the database by using 

the decrypted information from ESK(BID, TSD, LOC) only if the integrity check is 

successful.  

C. Server Application 

Server application needs to communicate with the driver application or the passenger 

application. To support the driver application, it mainly updates the information, including 

location and time delay, related with buses after the authentication and the session key 

establishment. The whole information from buses are especially important to the SBISurban, which 

need to be encrypted based on the symmetric key cryptosystem. However, it just provides route 

or stop information to the user for the passenger application if user does not care about privacy or 

does not like overhead from the application. Otherwise, the communication channel could be 

secured by establishing session key based on the asymmetric key cryptosystem. The two 

functions are processed as follows:   

-  For the driver application, the server needs to authenticate the bus and establish a session 

key SK with the bus whenever a request {ESK(BID, TSD, LOC), MACSK(ESK(BID, TSD, LOC))} 

from a bus arrives to it. It updates the information of the bus in the database only if the 

integrity of the message is successful. It means that the bus’s information is successfully 

updated in the database. This update is repeated in an interval of several seconds until the 

bus finishes the service. 

-  If a query is received from a user, the server checks whether the query is encrypted or not, 

i.e.,{ESK(LOC||TSU), EPUS(SK||TSU)} or {LOC||TSU}. It decrypts the query first if it is 

encrypted by using the session key SK. After applying the query to the database, the server 

returns back the result to the passenger application. Before the transmission of the message, 

the data should form as {ESK(M||TSS), MACSK(ESK(M||TSS))} by applying encryption and 

integrity check function. 

 

4. Analyses  

This section shows that the SBISurban is secure against various security attacks and provides 

privacy. Furthermore, we will provide properties analyses.  

 

4.1. Security Analysis  

This section provides security analysis on the SBISurban, which are focused on replay 

attack, bus masquerading attack, server masquerading attack and session key agreement. 

Mathematical problems are discussed first that are used to the security analyses. 

A. Mathematical Problems  

Here, we discuss some mathematical problems, which form the basis of the security on the 

SBISurban. The SBISurban is based on the discrete logarithm problem (DLP), the symmetric key 

cryptography (SKC) and the cryptographic hash function (CHF).  

- DLP: Public key cryptography, also known as symmetric cryptography, is a class of 

cryptographic algorithms which requires two separate keys, one of which is secret or 

private and one of which is public. Although different, the two parts of this key pair are 

mathematically linked. The public key PUS is used to encrypt plaintext or to verify a 

digital signature; whereas the private key PRS is used to decrypt ciphertext or to create a 

digital signature. Public-key algorithms are based on mathematical problems which 

currently admit no efficient solution that are inherent in certain integer factorization, DLP, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptographic_key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encrypt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plaintext
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_signature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ciphertext
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integer_factorization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_logarithm
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and elliptic curve relationships. It is computationally easy for a user to generate their own 

public and private key-pair and to use them for encryption and decryption. The strength 

lies in the fact that it is impossible for a properly generated private key to be determined 

from its corresponding public key [29]. It is assumed that the public key cryptography 

used in the SBISurban is based on the DLP. 

- SKC : SKC is a class of algorithms for cryptography that use the same cryptographic keys 

for both encryption and decryption. The keys may be identical or there may be a simple 

transformation to go between the two keys. The keys represent a shared secret between 

two parties that can be used to maintain a private information link [30]. It is assumed that 

the SKC used in the SBISurban is based on the advanced encryption standard (AES). 

- CHF : A CHF is a hash function which is considered practically impossible to invert the 

input data from its hash value alone. The input data is often called the message, and the 

hash value is often called the message digest. The ideal cryptographic hash function has 

four main properties: it is easy to compute the hash value for any given message, it is 

infeasible to generate a message that has a given hash, it is infeasible to modify a message 

without changing the hash and it is infeasible to find two different messages with the same 

hash [31]. It is assumed that the CHF used in the SBISurban is based on the hashed message 

authentication code (HMAC). 

B. Replay Attack  

The SBISurban uses a session key based on a random numbers SK and a timestamp TSU to cope 

with this attack. An attacker could intercept one of the messages {ESK(LOC||TSU), EPUS(SK||TSU), 

MACSK(ESK(LOC||TSU))} from the user, {ESK(BID, TSD, LOC), MACSK(ESK(BID, TSD, LOC))} 

from the driver and {ESK(M||TSS), MACSK(ESK(M||TSS))} from the server. However, there is no 

way to the attacker to successfully replay the messages due to the validation check in each step of 

the function. So, the SBISurban is secure against the replay attack due to the basic difficulties on 

the DLP, the SKC and the CHF. 

C. Bus Masquerading Attack  

The attacker cannot derive a bus’s secret information from the eavesdropped message 

{ESK(BID, TSD, LOC), MACSK(ESK(BID, TSD, LOC))} among the driver’s application the server. 

The timestamp and session key prevent replay of the message, which could cope from 

masquerading attack. Because of using TSD in ESK(BID, TSD, LOC) and MACSK(ESK(BID, TSD, 

LOC)), the attacker cannot replay the driver application’s message, which is based on the DLP, 

the SKC and the CHF.  

D. Server Masquerading Attack  

The attacker cannot derive a server’s secret information from the eavesdropped message 

{ESK(M||TSS), MACSK(ESK(M||TSS))} among the server and an entity among user or bus. To forge 

the message from the server, the attacker needs to know the private key PRS from the public key 

PUS. However, it is impossible due to the DLP. Furthermore, the attacker could not get any 

useful information from the intercepted message due to the SKC and the CHF.  

E. Session Key Agreement  

In order to protect the communication between two entities in the SBISurban, a session key 

needs to be established between them. The SBISurban uses the combinations of the DLP and the 

SKC to establish a session key depending on the fresh session random number. By securing the 

exchange of SK based on the public key cryptography, two parties can share a common session 

key SK.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elliptic_curve_cryptography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-way_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_complexity_theory#Intractability
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F. Privacy Support  

The SBISurban provides location privacy to the user by using the message {ESK(LOC||TSU), 

EPUS(SK||TSU), MACSK(ESK(LOC||TSU))}. User’s location information is very important over 

ubiquitous computing environment. The privacy is based on the SKC and the DLP. Furthermore, 

the SBISurban provides the bus privacy focused on the identification and location with the message 

{ESK(BID, TSD, LOC), MACSK(ESK(BID, TSD, LOC))}. Only the server with the proper private key 

could know the information in it. Thereby, we could argue that the SBISurban supports privacy.  

G. Security Comparison  

Table 1 shows security comparisons among the BISurban, the BISgeneralized and the SBISurban. The 

BISurban and the BISgeneralized could not support privacy. However, the SBISurban could provide all 

the necessary security properties as shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Security Comparisons  

 
BISurban BISgeneralized SBISurban 

Security Aspects 

Confidentiality No Provide Provide 

Authentication No Provide Provide 

Integrity No Provide Provide 

Key agreement No Provide Provide 

Privacy No No Provide 

 

4.2. Property Analysis  

The focus of this paper is on the cost efficient and the easy implement-ability of the BIS in 

urban or with infrastructure-less. This sub-section provides analyses on these two aspects with 

the comparisons among the BISurban, the BISgeneralized and the SBISurban. It is only considered the 

GPS based BISgeneralized for the simplicity even if there is the beacon based BISgeneralzied. 

A. Easy Implement-ability  

Easiness of implementation is one of the most important properties to realize the BIS. It needs 

to check and compare the GPS range, the updating interval of bus information, the map to be 

provided to passenger, the application development for bus and the performance and capacity of 

the server. Table 2 shows comparisons among the BISurban, the BISgeneralized and the SBISurban. 

The bus needs some devices for location information transmission to the server including GPS 

receiver and so on. The BISurban does not require any device because it is operated on the fixed bus 

schedule table. However, the BISgeneralized requires GPS receiver, a communication device connected to 

the server, and some additional devices for the location information processing. Contrast with them, the 

SBISurban requires only a smart phone, which naturally equips the communication module and GPS 

receiver based on GLONASS. The GLONASS receiver is 20 % faster than GPS. 

For the concern on the exact location approximation, GPS and GLONASS have maximum 100m and 

150m differences from the exact position, respectively. However, the smart phone based on GPS with 

GLONASS could reduce the differences to maximum 15m. 

It is very important to provide correct information to passenger over the BIS. However, the BISurban 

only changes the schedule table and informs to passengers when the bus was crashed or is in bad traffic 

jam. Thereby, it is not easy to provide credible information to passenger from the BISurban. However, both 

of the BISgeneralized and the SBISurban updates the bus’s information in real-time, i.e. about 3 to 5 seconds, 

and refreshes to the passengers, which could provide credible information.  
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Map based passenger interface is provided over the BIS, which shows the current position or the route 

information of the bus based on the bus’s position stored in the server or source to destination information. 

The BISgeneralized provides a customized map developed by the company or the 3
rd
 party map by using 

position information from the location recognizer. However, the SBISurban uses Google Map, which does 

not require any additional processing to know the position and matching. 

On developing applications on the BIS, data communication is one of the most important parts on the 

security and overhead of the system. It needs to develop software to compatible with the operating system 

(OS) on the communication device on the BISgeneralized. Developing software on the popular OS like 

Windows CE or Linux is cheaper than on the rarely used OSs like a company’s private OS.  Furthermore, 

the developer could have much more overhead in the latter case. But, the SBISurban is based on the smart 

phone, which is based on the well-known OSs and easy to developers due to the abundant resources, 

open sources, and good developer’s networks. 

For the server capacity, the BISurban only provides predefined bus information stored in the 

server to passengers. As a solution from the BISurban, the BISgeneralized uses some servers for 

passengers. The servers on the BISgeneralized are classified with their functionalities, which need the 

functions of communication, processing, analysis, store and data provision. However, the server 

on the SBISurban requires only simple operations of store and provision of service because the bus 

driver’s device could pre-process required operations, which only provides a function of Web 

server.  

Table 2. Implement-ability Comparisons  

 
BISurban BISgeneralized SBISurban 

Property 

Necessary devices on 

bus 
Not support 

GPS receiver, 

communication device 
Smart phone 

GPS range Not support GPS within 100m 
GPS+GLONASS 

within 15m 

Updating interval 

On schedule change 

(On accidents or traffic 

jam) 

3~5 seconds 3~5 seconds 

Map Not support 
Necessity on map 

matching 
Google Map 

Application 

development 
Not support 

On dedicated 

Embedded device 
APP. on Android 

Server capacity 
Web server to support 

bus schedule 

Data analyzing server 

with communication 

support device 

Web server to support 

GPS information 

 

B.  Budget Supportability 

We will consider two budget factors, initial system set-up costs and maintenance costs, based 

on each service. This analysis could show how much the SBISurban is efficient in budget with 

good performance by providing comparison in Table 3.  

For the initial set-up of the BIS, the BISgeneralized uses a typical GPS receiver with cheap cost 

but needs a dedicated communication device to the BIS, which is comparatively expensive. 

However, the SBISurban could support services by just using passenger’s used smart phone, which 

does not need any additional costs. Glaxy Note N7000 from Samsung and Optimus G E975 from 

LG are accompanied with 3G and LTE communication property and GPS with GLONASS. The 

SBISurban could be operated over even to the second handed smart phone within 3 years of release.  
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The communication device from the BISgeneralized needs to check compart-ability with GPS 

receiver depending on OS. Thereby, the cost of software development is depending on the 

developing company on the BISgeneralized. However, the cost of the SBISurban should be cheaper 

than the other environment because it is based on Android as mentioned before, which has the 

abundant resources, open sources, and good developer’s networks. 

Currently, the BISurban does not have much traffic due to the simple information supports to passenger. 

However, the BISgeneralized and the SBISurban require many communications in every second to support 

real-time location based bus information. The good aspect in the BISgeneralized is that of using smart phone, 

which has good communication module and high performance device. Thereby, it could partially 

preprocess data before the transmission to the server.  

Table 3. Budget Comparisons  

 
BISurban BISgeneralized SBISurban 

Property 

Initial device set-up Not support 

GPS receiver, 

Expensive dedicated 

communication device 

User’s smart phone 

Bus software 

development 
Not support 

High 

(over dedicated 

embedded system) 

Relatively low 

(App. over Android) 

Server maintenance 
A Web server 

(data service) 

Two servers  

(Analysis server, Server 

for passenger) 

A Web server 

(data service) 

Approximation of total 

amount to system set-

up 

$*** 

(Some hundreds $) 

$**,*** 

(Some ten thousands $) 

$*** 

(Some hundreds $) 

 

5. Conclusion  

This paper has been proposed a secure bus information system for urban, denoted by SBISurban, 

which reduces the cost and ensures security and privacy from the BISgeneralized. It does not require 

a complicated infrastructure and could be affordable to operate to the budget limited city. First of 

all, we defined a system environment for the SBISurban, which is a very important part to 

understand the necessity of our system. The environment is focused on infrastructure-less 

configuration, which just uses smart phone like devices from user and does not need to establish 

or supported by the BIS company. Analyses showed that the SBISurban is secure from various 

attacks, provides privacy and has good properties compared with the other systems. 
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